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Since 1987, BSM Corporation has
come to rely on the services of
Circle Computer for third party _
maintenance in Canada, with
excellent field expertise and
subsequently providing overall
custpmer savings.
"There are.several third party
mairitenance facilities in the
marketplace. ,However, ,none of
them can provide th~ range of
services and levels of e~pertise
contained in Circle," explains
Jeff Day, President of Circle
Computer. "Many _users have
significant concerns about usinZ
third party maintenance in their
computer room. We hope to
address these issues and
concerns, " says Day. Of Circle
Computer's four divi~ions,
Warehouse Services, Technical '
Services, P. C.ServiceS, and
MainwoanCe Services, "all of
our tecbnicians have ten year~
experience iD. varied OEM
backgrounds.

,/ Pratt Ave. N.
SChaumburg, IL

BSM deals directly with Circle
Computer's Maintenance service
group, whose various
responsibilities include:
medium and long term
maintenance support on IBM
computer equipment, assistance
in customer site relocations,
processing hardware growth and
migration plans, and assistance
in facility installation and
planning. Since it's official
registra~on in 1987,-Circle
Computer has grown from an 8,000
sq. ft. warehouse to a 63 ,000 ft.
facility in April 1990.
.

800/8994BSM
708/980-6800
708/980-6834

Other than maintenance expertise,
BSM deals with' Circle to directly
pass on savings to you. BSM can
focus on providinghigbest quality
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memory, and Circle, in conjunction
with BSM, can provide expertise in
lifetime maintenance. "Circle
.___ Computer is competitively priced
in the third party maintenance
. market-and can, from time to time,
offer extremely reasonable flat
rate maintenance prices on
specific equipment, " says Day.
Using this methodology, "Circle
can provide the customer with
the necessary prOduct maintenance
support at usually better than
6Q% savings. BSM's lifetime
warranty for their product has
enabled us to discount our
already aggressively priced
Iijaintenance,to pass both
the benefit of lower priced,
higher quality product and
service, "Day explains.
Since 1987, BSM's unique
relationship with Circle hIlS been
·successful. How did BSM become
- involved with the firm? "Circle
was introduced' to BSM by Circle
GermanY in r98J - BSM being the
308X technical guru's! Since
then, we have had many successful
dealings with BSM, " says Day.
"We/sold to the broker community
a total of 224-mb of 308X memory;
and currently 128 mb of 3090
memory. We also have 64 mb BSM
central storage installed in
Canada on a 3090 200E, " Day
explaiIls. "The product has been
exceptionally reliable and BSM
has always· been very responsive
on the occasions that we have
required technical assistance for
the memory and associated
machines. " BSM Corporation hopes
to continue to provide highest
quality, market proven memory and
excellent lifetime service and
maintenance guarantee in
association with Circle Computer.
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The following is an interview with
Glenn Bishop, Vice Presi!ientof
Operations, discussing maintenance.
Q: What is the biggest maintenance
issue?
A: "The most askec:t question is
whether IBM will maintain our
memory. IBM's response to
maintenance is very grey.
Depending on each individual
case, and depending on the
branch per~nnel handling the
account, sometimes IBM is
willing t6maintain. We~ve met
IBM's largest criteria with
add-on memory. It has been in
the area of safety. All of our
upgrades have been specifically
designed to operate in the
environment that is provided,
thus no power supplies were
required, or cables left
daQgling for connections to
400hz through the frames. Our
installations have always met
safety standards. "
Q: Do you have an alternative
maintenance program?
A: "Definitely. Our customers
are obviously considering
cost savings and should
. realize a savings with both
our product and the
maintenance. We offer the
service-through seve.ral
maintenance organizations.
At each installation, we also
provide our own remote support
facility (RSF). This would
enable us to make an immediate
problem determination if ever
one should occur.
We can be reached 24 hours, 7 days
a week: at 800/899-4BSM. "

After launching an ,extensive
advertising campaign in Europe,
BSM was asked to meet with some
of the top European brokers in
order to bring our 3090 and
ESI9000 memory abroad. As
BSM's international marketing
representative, it was a very
exciting idea to personally meet
many of our top European brokers.
Speaking three languages made it
easy for me to discuss not only
computer matters but also othef
up-to-date events. The
international meetings were
enjoyable and gave me a better
feeling for what the economical
climate is in countries like
Germany and Switzerland. The.
reception was warm and great
interest was.expressed for our
third party memory. But at the
same time there was mention of
"enduser fear" ~
For decades IBM has been the
world's computer giant. Clients
have learned to trust in IBM's
quality and service, leavirrg no
room for third parties. But
ti~es have changed, the economy
has declined, and companies are
looking for alternatives. Third
party memory is pushing forward
and more and more brokers are
able to convince their clientS
that >,oudo not have to give up
qualIty or service in order to
pay a realistic price.;.t,.

Keeping the customer's concerns
in mind, BSM will supply the
enduser with our own Remote
Support Facility Tower linked
directly to the maintenance
company. Should any error arise
our RSFbox will automatically
contact the service company to
alert them of any probJem. Our
brokers were excited with the
idea that BSM has the capability
of providing the customer with
efficient and prompt detection
of any malfunction. ~
M~y

of our European contacts
also shared a feeling of
enthusiasm to represent BSM'
a company not yet spoiled by
success, but still working hard
to make a mark! The word "trust"
seemed tobe often used by many
of our successful brokers.
Business abroad still values
long standing relations and
loyalty to longternl clients.
Borrowing George Bush's phrase:
"We are going to be leading
kinder, gentler lives", BSM, too
wants to be part of the '90s
~ovement. We aim at being part
.of the Decency Decade, the first .
socially responsible decade
devoted to the three "E"s
-environment, education and
ethiQs~

The customer's key concern is and
will be - maintenance! We are
theref<?re {>l~cing ' great·eI?phasi~
on ~mt~urung and creatmg solId
relationships with reliable and
experienced service companies in
Europe. Being in Germany &
Switzerland personally gave me an
opportunity to check on reputation
and service radius. Maintenance
availability 'is very important, .
since customers want service
"now" and should be able to get
it .

Elfie Bjshop, International
Marketiifg Representative

FREE BSM 30 DAY
- ,~HALL-ENGE!
J
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BSMCorporation would like to
acquaint you with the quality
and performance .of our IBM
compatible memory ,manufactured'
by BSM with superior American
craftsmanship, along with
effective cost savings. A lot of
people don't realize BSMhad
l'lug-compatible 308X memory
illstalled even before EMC. In
, fact, our first installed memory
is still running at the original
.site andhas never failed!
BSM would now like to become a
viable player in providing
alternative memory products. To
i~ove BSM Corporation's
viSibility in the marketplace,
we will be traveling extensively
throughout the US and Canada to
, demonstrate how truly
plug-compatible our BSM memory
really is!
That is precisely why we are
offering you to let us put our money
,where our mouth is, by doing what
not one of oUr competitors can. We
challenge you to ,try 'one ortwo
BSM memory cards in your mac-hine
, next to IBM cards for a 30 day
,trial run! We are that confident
that you win be satisfied with
the results. Even if, for any
,
reason, you aien't satiSfied,
,we will remove-the memory at no
cost to you. At BSM, we will do
whatever it takes to give you
tl:tat •comfort, zone· everyone
needs to make an intelligent, '
fully confident and informed
decision involving an
alternative memory upgrade.
We have just begun our extensive
national campaign this month in the
metro Detroit area, where we were
~eceived extremely well at a number
of enduset sites and broker locations.

PRODUCT

Mark Hulseberg, Marketing Director

We have the tools to train anyone on
our )090, ES/3090, ES/9000 and 30SX 
memory boards.

BS.M does-not adversely modify
your mainfram~ in ~ny ~a'y' Our
memory plugs nght ill With no _
additional power supplies, an4
utilizes all of IBM's hardware and
microcode. We even use IBM cOlltrol
cards.
Simply let us demonstrate by
taking the BSM free 30 day trial
run challenge. We are cOnfident yo).1
will be satisfied with the high
quality results. I'm looking
forward to demonstrating to all
, of you that BSM is really the only
choice there is when looking for
third party memory. Hear from you
soon!'
'

BSMprOducts let you get more life
out of the computer you 've already
invested in.,We use oi:Jly the most
superior American manufactured
memory chi~. ThIs, plus decades
of engineering experience with IBM
water-coOled CPU' s combine to
deliver highest quality, market
proVeIl products. Best of all, our
products are available to you at a
realistic price. BSM has gained
world-Wide respect in the industry
for craftsmanship and reliability.
We do more than what is expected;
we do our beSt.
What adv~tages does BSM memory
oJfer over it's competitors? BSM
does not adversely modify the 3090
~frame. Our memo,r y plugs right
ill With no added power supplies.
We utilize aU ofIBM's hardware
and microcode. We even use IBM
controicards. ~pecialdram chips
are used in our main storage. This
allows us to keep bits from the
same line of memory in separate
modules. Therefore, if a whole
memory chip fails , only single bit
errOrs occur (transparent to
customer operation). We can
actually remove four memory chips
from pur main storage with no
adverse effect on customer
operation. If you ask one of our
competitors to remove just ODe
chip from their memory, it won' t
work.
Both cards support a 4 bit wide
data path. We lISe all IBM storel
fetch - address/terminators ,to
operate in each 3090 mode~. OUr
cards run on power and voltages
already present in the machine.
No alterations are required. All
diagnostic tools areuseabie to
isolate any errors. Basic
function of our cards is like
that of the mM 'antelope' design
technology.
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Quote of t\\.8
Month •••
H A equal success, thea the formula is
A equals X plus Y and Z, with X being

ANSWERS:

work, Y play, and Z keeping your mouth
shul.
Alben Einstein

Sept.1O, ~ 1991
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If you are the first person tofinish this month's treasure hunt,
you will be the proud recipient of a 3' x 5' nylon American flag!
Siniply find and circle all of the Halloween characters listed
below,that are scattered throughout the Memory Monthly, and fa~ _
your answers t9: (708) 980-6834.

FIND ALL OF THESE SPOOKY CHARACTERS ....
BE CAREFUL!

* bats
* black cat

* 4 witcheS
* pumpkin

'" dracula

* skeleton
* haunted house
* ghost

The winner of last month's wordsearch puzzle
was Dan Majkowich, Presiderit of Custom
Computer Services. There were a lot of
entries, but Mr. Majkowich was the first!
He is now a proud owner of a 3 'x 5'
American flag. You, too, can be a winner!

THE ADVENTURES OF MEMORY MAN
AFTER RECEIVING A MASSIVE BLOW
TO THE SKULL, MARVIN WAKES UP
IN A DAZE. SUDDENL'/ HE IS WHIRLED
INTO A BIZARRE STATE OF
METAMOQPHOSIS!!! !

